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Inside Kips Bay, New York

Photograph Credit Sargent Photography

46th Annual Kips Bay Decorator Show House in New York has just come to a close. This
year, Philip Mitchell created an impressive, art-filled drawing room featuring a pair of
George Smith Christopher Chairs. The space is inspired by the natural curation that occurs
when creating a family home and evokes a lived-in, luxury feel. The drawing room illustrates
that a home should be a place of personal expression, comfort and togetherness. 

Inside Annabel's, London

12 May 2018

Founded in 1963, Annabel’s in Mayfair,
London, has built a global reputation over
the past five decades as the most elegant
and exclusive private members’ club in the
world. In Spring 2018, following a lavish
redesign, Annabel’s reopened at no. 46
Berkeley Square.
Read More

Caldera House, Jackson Hole

04 April 2018

Caldera House, in the heart of the desirable
Teton Village in Jackson Hole, has set a
new standard of ski-in, ski-out
convenience. The resort, which opened in
2017, has a restaurant open to the general
public while members-only spaces include
a lounge, dining room, spa and ski lockers.
Read More
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About Philip Mitchell
Philip Mitchell established Philip Mitchell Design in 2002, having previously worked for two
of Canada’s largest interior design firms, and has established an international presence as a
collaborator with a passion for architecture and a love for curated spaces. Philip’s approach is
modern yet understated, with a relaxed “people-ready” ambiance, refined colour palette,
urbane aesthetic and distinctive, casually elegant style.

The room also includes subtle nods to his own life, such as the custom cushions on the dog
bed with the names of his adorable dogs, Jacob and Wylo, embroidered on. Photograph
Credit Annie Schlechter. 

About Kips Bay
Each year, celebrated interior designers transform a luxury Manhattan home into an elegant

On the Sofa with Women in
Design

07 March 2018

To celebrate International Women’s Day,
we asked 3 leading female interior
designers why they started their studios,
the lessons they’ve learnt in their careers,
the secrets to work-life balance and where
inspiration comes from. 
Read More

https://www.georgesmith.com/Blog/43/On_the_Sofa_with_Women_in_Design
http://philipmitchelldesign.com/
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exhibition of fine furnishings, art and technology. This all began in 1973 when several
dedicated supporters of the Kips Bay Boys & Girls Club launched the Kips Bay Decorator
Show House to raise critical funds for much needed after school and enrichment programs
for New York City children. Over the course of four decades, this project has grown into a
must-see event for thousands of design enthusiasts and is renowned for sparking interior
design trends throughout the world.

Photograph Credit Annie Schlechter

The Christopher Chair
The Christopher Chair from George Smith is available with buttoning and in a choice of our
mohair, leather or linen fabrics, or any fabric of your choice. Hand-made by our team of
skilled craftsmen, the Christopher Chair is manufactured to the highest quality standards,
ensuring a durable yet sophisticated piece of furniture that will complement its surroundings.
View the Christopher Chair

 

https://www.georgesmith.com/Catalogue/3/small_chairs/95/C143/Christopher_Chair
https://www.georgesmith.com/Catalogue/3/small_chairs/95/C143/Christopher_Chair
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